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Cambridge IGCSE First Language English Coursebook with Free
Digital Content
The Cambridge Checkpoint English suite provides a comprehensive, structured
resource which covers the Secondary 1 framework for English and seamlessly
progresses into the next key stage (covered by our Cambridge IGCSE® First
Language English series). This skill-building, write-in Workbook for Stage 9 is
designed to support students' learning and provide extra language tasks and
reading and writing skills development, including sequencing and cloze exercises.

IGCSE Child Development
Songs of Ourselves: the University of Cambridge International Examinations
Anthology of Poetry in English contains work by more than 100 poets from all parts
of the English speaking world.

Cambridge IGCSE First Language English Teacher's Resource
Most books on teaching ask teachers to be inspirational, to operate at 100 miles an
hour with creativity oozing out of every pore. Dominic Salles says that's
unsustainable. But you can get brilliant results using some simple practices taken
from the myriad of educational research on classroom practices. It isn't a guide to
all the extra stuff you should do to become cool and awesome. It is a book that will
get you to forget about teaching and think about learning: another way of saying,
it will help you to stop stressing about what you do, and get the students to work
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harder and smarter at what they do. Dominic Salles believes that every teacher
can be slightly awesome. And here he shows you how.

Complete First Language English for Cambridge IGCSE®
Offers clear, practical support for students for the CIE syllabus The teachers
workbook goes alongside the pupil book. Written by an experienced IGCSE teacher
and CIE teacher trainer, English as a Second Language offers clear, practical
support for students. Endorsed by the University of Cambridge International
Examinations for use with the syllabus, It is divided into succinct units based on
the skill areas of the IGCSE examination. The units adopt a lively approach to the
subject, utilising a diverse range of stimulus material. They also include
imaginative and stimulating exercises designed to build confidence and develop
the skills needed to succeed in the examination. A students workbook is also
available.

Cambridge IGCSE English First Language Study and Revision
Guide
Exam Board: Cambridge International Examinations Collins is working with
Cambridge International Examinations towards endorsement of this title. * Set
homework easily or offer extra support where needed with a clear correspondence
between the Workbook and Student Book. * Following the skills-building chapter
structure of Student Book, the Workbook provides additional practice of the
fundamental reading, writing and speaking and listening skills, covering teaching
points in more depth and with more scaffolding where appropriate. * Practice tasks
for all the exam-question styles help students to build their writing stamina and
fluency for all the writing forms and purposes required by the syllabus. * The writein format means students can review and revisit their learning, providing a useful
reference for revision. * Explanations and activities have been designed to be used
by students working individually, without teacher support, if desired.

The Slightly Awesome Teacher
We are working with Cambridge Assessment International Education to gain
endorsement for this forthcoming series. Reinforce learning and deepen
understanding of the key concepts covered in the latest syllabus; an ideal course
companion or homework book for use throughout the course. - Develop and
strengthen skills and knowledge with a wealth of additional exercises that perfectly
supplement the Student's Book. - Build confidence with extra practice for each
lesson to ensure that a topic is thoroughly understood before moving on. Consolidate reading comprehension, analysis and evaluation and improve writing
skills with practice using a variety of text types and genres. - Keep track of
students' work with ready-to-go write-in exercises. - Save time with all answers
available in the Online Teacher's Guide. Available in this series: Student Textbook
Fourth edition (ISBN 9781510421318) Student eTextbook (ISBN 9781510420281)
Whiteboard eTextbook (ISBN 9781510420298) Workbook (ISBN 9781510421325)
Online Teacher's Guide (ISBN 9781510424159) Study and Revision Guide (ISBN
9781510421349)
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Cambridge IGCSE English
This first edition has been written by experienced teachers to meet the
requirements for the latest Cambridge IGCSE® Bahasa Indonesia syllabus (0538).
With comprehensive coverage of the Cambridge IGCSE® Bahasa Indonesia
syllabus, this Coursebook contains a wealth of highly engaging, authentic texts to
motivate and engage students in their studies, and prepare them fully for their
assessment. The modular approach allows the content to be taught in a way that
suits every classroom environment, and also supports independent learning. The
topic-based structure allows acquisition of skills to be woven into a deeper
understanding of the language and its literature.

Cambridge IGCSE First Language English Study and Revision
Guide 3rd edition
Support understanding for the Cambridge IGCSE Biology syllabus (0610). The clear,
concise approach will support your EAL learners in understanding crucial scientific
concepts. A step-by-step approach to the syllabus will help every learner reach
their potential in science. it is written by an examiner, to help you support
assessment confidence.

First Language English for Cambridge IGCSE® Workbook
One of the most extraordinary survival stories ever told -- Aron Ralston's searing
account of his six days trapped in one of the most remote spots in America, and
how one inspired act of bravery brought him home. It started out as a simple hike
in the Utah canyonlands on a warm Saturday afternoon. For Aron Ralston, a twentyseven-year-old mountaineer and outdoorsman, a walk into the remote Blue John
Canyon was a chance to get a break from a winter of solo climbing Colorado's
highest and toughest peaks. He'd earned this weekend vacation, and though he
met two charming women along the way, by early afternoon he finally found
himself in his element: alone, with just the beauty of the natural world all around
him. It was 2:41 P.M. Eight miles from his truck, in a deep and narrow slot canyon,
Aron was climbing down off a wedged boulder when the rock suddenly, and
terrifyingly, came loose. Before he could get out of the way, the falling stone
pinned his right hand and wrist against the canyon wall. And so began six days of
hell for Aron Ralston. With scant water and little food, no jacket for the painfully
cold nights, and the terrible knowledge that he'd told no one where he was
headed, he found himself facing a lingering death -- trapped by an 800-pound
boulder 100 feet down in the bottom of a canyon. As he eliminated his escape
options one by one through the days, Aron faced the full horror of his predicament:
By the time any possible search and rescue effort would begin, he'd most probably
have died of dehydration, if a flash flood didn't drown him before that. What does
one do in the face of almost certain death? Using the video camera from his pack,
Aron began recording his grateful good-byes to his family and friends all over the
country, thinking back over a life filled with adventure, and documenting a last will
and testament with the hope that someone would find it. (For their part, his family
and friends had instigated a major search for Aron, the amazing details of which
are also documented here for the first time.) The knowledge of their love kept Aron
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Ralston alive, until a divine inspiration on Thursday morning solved the riddle of
the boulder. Aron then committed the most extreme act imaginable to save
himself. Between a Rock and a Hard Place -- a brilliantly written, funny, honest,
inspiring, and downright astonishing report from the line where death meets life -will surely take its place in the annals of classic adventure stories.

Cambridge IGCSE First Language English 4th edition
Explanation and advice for students doing O Level English. O Level English India
edition: written especially for students preparing for the O Level in English
Language examination conducted by the University of Cambridge International
Examinations; provides extensive explanation and advice to students to prepare
for and succeed in the examination.

First Language English
This collection presents new investigations into the role of heritage languages and
the correlation between culture and language from a pedagogic and cosmopolitical
point of view. Produced with University of Cambridge International Examinations,
this is a practical guide to support school principals in the implementation of
bilingual education, and to help schools with an existing bilingual programme to
evaluate and improve their practice. This is the first guide to focus on the
development and organisation of a bilingual education programme from the
perspective of the school principal. The book suggests how the major stakeholders
- principal, teachers, students and parents - can work together effectively as a
cohesive team. Drawing on best practice and research, it includes perspectives
from school managers and teachers around the world.

Essential Biology for Cambridge IGCSE®
The Collins Cambridge IGCSE English Student Book covers every skill and topic in
the 2015 Cambridge First Language English syllabuses 0500 and 0522 in depth,
showing students how to make progress towards their target grades. • Revised
and updated to support the 2015 syllabuses and examination formats. • Show
students how to progress with a clear Student Book structure that moves from
building key reading and writing skills to applying these skills to specific question
types and coursework tasks. • Help students to make progress with regular ‘Check
your progress’ checklists and annotated sample answers to exemplify how to do
well. • Save time on planning and preparation with expert support from Julia
Burchell, an experienced examiner and trainer. The Teacher Guide includes a twoyear scheme of work, differentiated lesson plans and worksheets, plus extension
activities for students aiming for the highest grades. • Prepare students for
examination success. Detailed marking guidance and annotated sample answers in
the Teacher Guide help you and your classes to make the most of the practice
examination papers in the Student Book. Series editor Julia Burchell explains how
to tackle the trickiest questions in the video clips on the CD-ROM.

Cambridge Igcse First Language English Workbook 2nd Edition
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This highly respected and valued textbook has been the book of choice for
Cambridge IGCSE students since its publication. This new edition, complete with
CD-ROM, continues to provide comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of the core and
extended curriculum topics specified in the IGCSE Chemistry syllabus. The book is
supported by a CD-ROM containing extensive revision and exam practice
questions, background information and reference material.

Songs of Ourselves
Up-to-date resources providing full coverage of Cambridge IGCSE First Language
English (0500 and 0522) for first examination in 2015. This Fourth edition
Coursebook is designed to support the Cambridge IGCSE First Language English
(0500) and Cambridge International Level 1/Level 2 Certificate First Language
English (0522). A student-friendly resource that teaches the reading and writing
techniques required for the Cambridge IGCSE, as well as providing two bespoke
units on speaking and listening techniques, plus embedded activities on these
skills throughout. It includes carefully designed activities on a variety of engaging
topics, set out in 14 lively, full-colour units. A dedicated microsite for Cambridge
First Language English provides free online resources to support the course,
including answers to the Coursebook activities.

Between a Rock and a Hard Place
Written specifically for the Cambridge syllabus, this updated series provides clear
and practical support for students and teachers. Cambridge IGCSE First Language
English Workbook has been written specifically for the Cambridge syllabus. Written
by a highly experienced and well-known author, this new and updated workbook
supports the Coursebook and includes additional and updated units, a variety of
student activities and an accessible new design.

Success International English Skills for IGCSE Student's Book
Providing guidance that helps students practice and troubleshoot their exam
technique,these books send them into their exam with the confidence to aim for
the best grades. - Enables students to avoid common misconceptions and mistakes
by highlighting them throughout - Builds students' skills constructing and writing
answers as they progress through a range of practice questions - Allows students
to mark their own responses and easily identify areas for improvement using the
answers in the back of the book - Helps students target their revision and focus on
important concepts and skills with key objectives at the beginning of every chapter
- Ensures that students maximise their time in the exam by including examiner's
tops and suggestions on how to approach the questions This title has not been
through the Cambridge International Examinations endorsement process.

Complete First Language English for Cambridge IGCSE®
Teacher Resource Pack
The University of Cambridge Anthologies of Poetry and Stories.
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Cambridge IGCSE(TM) First Language English Exam
Preparation and Practice
This book provides English teachers with 50 cohesive suggestions for embedding
and extending learning in the classroom: from individual to whole-class activities,
and from the energetic to the sedate, all with realistic timings for each. Even
better, every starter and plenary contains an 'ideas generator', making it easilyadaptable for the whole ability range of your class and keeping it fresh for you to
use, and there are PowerPoints, task sheets and other time-saving resources
online. The book covers the whole spectrum of topics that every English teacher
needs to cover, and makes use of music, drama, maps, charts and practical props.
Some ideas involve students managing and monitoring each other; some use all
the senses; others involve creative thinking and where practical and appropriate,
the content is embedded in the real world so that students can immediately see
the wider application of their efforts. The 'teacher tips' section offers guidance on
how to deliver the idea to get the best results based on years of trial and error by
the author.

Cambridge IGCSE® English Workbook
Exam board: Cambridge Assessment International Education Level: IGCSE Subject:
English First teaching: September 2018 First exams: Summer 2020 This title is
endorsed by Cambridge Assessment International Education to support the full
syllabus for examination from 2020. Inspire students with a new theme-based
approach while supporting them with practical advice and accessible explanations;
ensure full coverage of the latest Cambridge IGCSE First Language English syllabus
(0500/0990) with a fully updated Student's Book, written by an experienced author
and examiner. - Motivate students with engaging themes such as travel and
exploration and people and community. - Develop reading comprehension, analysis
and evaluation with a variety of text types and genres, plus annotations to aid
understanding. - Improve writing skills with model responses and teacher
commentary, and establish a strong background in spelling, punctuation and
grammar. - Expand communication skills with advice on holding presentations and
responding to questions confidently. - Consolidate learning with activities and
study tips, as well as extra questions, practice tests and answers to selected
questions online. Available in this series: Student Textbook Fourth edition (ISBN
9781510421318) Student eTextbook (ISBN 9781510420281) Whiteboard
eTextbook (ISBN 9781510420298) Workbook (ISBN 9781510421325) Online
Teacher's Guide (ISBN 9781510424159) Study and Revision Guide (ISBN
9781510421349)

Cambridge International AS and A Level Business
First Language English: IGCSE matches the requirements of the Cambridge
International Examinations syllabus. It is written by experienced IGCSE teachers
and endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations, ensuring that it is up to
date and comprehensive in its coverage of the syllabus. The book is an exam
preparation course that offers clear, practical support for students. It is divided into
four themed sections; Leisure, Work, People, and Ideas. Each section is subdivided
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into succinct units, based on the specific skill areas of the syllabus: reading,
directed writing, continuous writing, speaking and listening. The units adopt a
lively approach to the subject, utilising a diverse range of topical stimulus material.

IGCSE Chemistry
David Constantine's second book shows a remarkable development in the range
and power of his poetry. After establishing his reputation with the quiet but
resonant poems of A Brightness to Cast Shadows (1980), Constantine has gone on
to achieve a classical mastery of form and to further develop a highly individual
voice, which now has an almost visionary edge. In the poems and related Greek
translations of Watching for Dolphins David Constantine recreates a complete
imaginative world. Mythical an biblical figures - Christ, Lazarus, Aphrodite and
Persephone - appear as opposing forces of Christian compassion and classical
excellence. Contrasts and contradictions are at the heart of Constantine's poetic
world. The possibility of personal happiness is insisted upon: any wider optimism
would be out of place.

Business Studies: IGCSE
A core English text providing practice of the skills needed for the IGCSE English as
a First Language syllabus (0500). Approved by UCLES, it contains explanations
backed by analyzed examples, and should be suitable for students taking any firstlevel secondary English course.

Songs of Ourselves
First Language English
A Desert Dies chronicles Michael Asher's life with desert communities in the Sahara
over three drought-filled years. While Michael came to appreciate the allure of a
nomadic life in isolation, he also saw how the perennial failure of rains devastated
the way of life of even the hardiest of residents. Shortlisted for the Thomas Cook
Travel Book Award for 1986-87 A classic travel writing piece previously published
by Longman's and Penguin Books in 1984 and 1986 respectively.

IGCSE English as a Second Language Teacher's Book
This full-colour title is fully in line with the new separate-subject GCSE physics
specifications, including IGCSE. It is appropriate for use throughout the world for
GCSE studies. The language level and design have been carefully refined to make
the book accessible to students of all abilities. Features to assist preparation for
examinations include key topic lists at the start of each chapter, key ideas
summaries at the end of each chapter, self-assessment questions throughout the
text and sections of longer examination-style questions. A key feature is the
extensive use of detailed worked examples that guide students through the
concepts, particularly the mathematical ideas. Differentiation is built in via the use
of colour-coded extension material for higher achievers. In addition, novel contexts
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are used to illustrate the concepts; students will find this book appealing and
accessible

Physics
Support your teaching with fully updated, expert support for the latest Cambridge
IGCSE English syllabus (0500). Build students' understanding to ensure confident
exam performance with detailed lesson plans, differentiation guidance and exam
preparation.

Cambridge IGCSE® Bahasa Indonesia Coursebook
A gleeful and exhilarating tale of global conspiracy, complex code-breaking, hightech data visualization, young love, rollicking adventure, and the secret to eternal
life—mostly set in a hole-in-the-wall San Francisco bookstore The Great Recession
has shuffled Clay Jannon out of his life as a San Francisco Web-design drone—and
serendipity, sheer curiosity, and the ability to climb a ladder like a monkey has
landed him a new gig working the night shift at Mr. Penumbra's 24-Hour Bookstore.
But after just a few days on the job, Clay begins to realize that this store is even
more curious than the name suggests. There are only a few customers, but they
come in repeatedly and never seem to actually buy anything, instead "checking
out" impossibly obscure volumes from strange corners of the store, all according to
some elaborate, long-standing arrangement with the gnomic Mr. Penumbra. The
store must be a front for something larger, Clay concludes, and soon he's
embarked on a complex analysis of the customers' behavior and roped his friends
into helping to figure out just what's going on. But once they bring their findings to
Mr. Penumbra, it turns out the secrets extend far outside the walls of the
bookstore. With irresistible brio and dazzling intelligence, Robin Sloan has crafted a
literary adventure story for the twenty-first century, evoking both the fairy-tale
charm of Haruki Murakami and the enthusiastic novel-of-ideas wizardry of Neal
Stephenson or a young Umberto Eco, but with a unique and feisty sensibility that's
rare to the world of literary fiction. Mr. Penumbra's 24-Hour Bookstore is exactly
what it sounds like: an establishment you have to enter and will never want to
leave, a modern-day cabinet of wonders ready to give a jolt of energy to every
curious reader, no matter the time of day.

Collins IGCSE English
This student book covers every skill and topic in the CIE First Language syllabuses
0500 and 0522 in depth, showing students how to make progress and achieve their
target grades.

Cambridge IGCSE First Language English Workbook
Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations Foster a deeper understanding
with a wide range of international case studies and exam preparation matched to
the key knowledge students need for success. This title covers the entire syllabus
for Cambridge International Examinations' International AS and A Level Business
(9609). It is divided into separate sections for AS and A Level making it ideal for
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students studying both the AS and the A Level and also those taking the AS
examinations at the end of their first year. - Illustrates key concepts using
examples from multinationals and businesses that operate around the world Provides practice throughout the course with carefully selected past paper
questions, covering all question types, at the end of each chapter - Using and
interpreting data feature emphasises and illustrates the importance of numeracy
both in terms of calculations and interpreting numerical data - Free Revision and
practice CD includes interactive tests, selected answers, additional activities, and a
glossary

Cambridge Checkpoint English Workbook 9
Comprehensively matched to the latest Cambridge IGCSE syllabus (0500),
including changes to the Reading paper. This updated and literature-led resource is
packed with age-appropriate text extracts, focused activities and embedded exam
guidance.

The Tiger's Wife
First Language English: IGCSE Second edition matches the requirements of the
2005 University of Cambridge International Examinations (CIE) syllabus. Written by
an experienced IGCSE teacher and examiner, the book is endorsed by CIE,
ensuring that it is up to date and comprehensive. The book is an exam preparation
course that offers clear, practical support for students. It is divided into four
themed sections selected for their relevance to students worldwide: leisure, work,
people and ideas. Each section is subdivided into succinct units, based on the
specific skill areas of the syllabus: reading, directed writing, composition, speaking
and listening. The units utilise a diverse range of topical stimulus material to
enliven the subject. They also include imaginative exercises and exam tips,
designed to build confidence and develop the skills needed to succeed in the
examination.

IGCSE English as a Second Language
5 full tests fully aligned with the revised Cambridge IGCSE First Language English
2020 syllabus. Ideal for use in the final year of the Cambridge IGCSE First
Language English course, this book provides scaffolded support for students
approaching the examination. The book contains five full examination papers
organised by task type, accompanied by model and sample responses, mark
schemes, examiner grades and comments, learning and exam strategy training,
and examiner tips.

Excellence in Bilingual Education
Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations. Additional support for the
written part of the exam to help students improve their answers and overall grade,
including authentic material written by students with critical comments from
teachers. - Places attention on the importance of style and content, together with
accuracy and the correct use of different registers - Explains relevant grammar
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points in easy-to-understand language, and are supported by exam-related
examples - Illustrates each point by means of an example relevant to the exam Contains a database of topic-related vocabulary and ideas Review "With sample
examination questions after each skill, the book would even help teachers in
assessing students after each skill taught I highly recommend it." Mrs L Shana,
Rainbow Secondary School, Botswana Also useful for: The clear explanations and
extensive use of examples also make it extremely useful for students preparing for
other advanced exams, such as First Certificate in English (FCE), Certificate in
Advanced English (CAE) and IGCSE First Language English. Also available for the
complete course: We also publish a core textbook that provides the most costeffective way to teach both the speaking and listening components of the latest
Cambridge syllabus. Search for ISBN 9781444191622.

Secondary Starters and Plenaries: English
Struggling to understand why her beloved grandfather left his family to die alone in
a field hospital far from home, a young doctor in a war-torn Balkan country takes
over her grandfather's search for a mythical ageless vagabond while referring to a
worncopy of Rudyard Kipling's "The Jungle Book."

Igcse And O Level English
Written to cover the IGCSE syllabus, Business Studies: IGCSE is divided into five
sections, which are in turn divided into units that provide convenient and flexible
areas of learning. Each unit has a brief introduction followed by a business-incontext section and questions designed to help students understand the
implications of the topic. Each unit contains definitions of key terms and ends with
a summary of the topic covered.

A Desert Dies
Send students into their exam with the confidence to achieve their maximum
potential using step-by-step guidance that helps to practise skills learned and
improve exam technique. - Avoid common errors with example student answers
and structured feedback on how to gain full marks - Build students' skills
constructing and writing answers with a range of practice and exam-style
questions - Easily identify areas for improvement with the answers in the back of
the book - Help students target their revision and focus on important concepts and
skills with key objectives at the beginning of every chapter - Ensure that students
maximise their time in the exam by including examiner's tips and suggestions on
how to approach questions This Study and Revision Guide has been updated for
the latest syllabus for examination from 2020. This title has not been through the
Cambridge Assessment International Education endorsement process. Available in
this series: Student Textbook Fourth edition (ISBN 9781510421318) Student
eTextbook (ISBN 9781510420281) Whiteboard eTextbook (ISBN 9781510420298)
Workbook (ISBN 9781510421325) Online Teacher's Guide (ISBN 9781510424159)
Study and Revision Guide (ISBN 9781510421349)

IGCSE English
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Up-to-date resources providing full coverage of Cambridge IGCSE First Language
English (0500 and 0522) for first examination in 2015. This standalone,
photocopiable Teacher's Resource Book provides a complete solution to teaching
the Cambridge IGCSE First Language English. It contains teaching resources not
linked to the coursebook or workbook topics, so it can be used independently or to
supplement teaching using the other components in the suite. It contains 28
themed units grouped into six parts focusing on the following skills: Reading
comprehension, Writers' effects, Summary, Directed writing, Composition and
Coursework. The Teacher's Resource Book includes practical advice for teachers as
well as worksheets with answers and full lesson plans. A microsite provides free
online resources to support the course.

Watching for Dolphins
With a huge bank of activities to tangibly build the crucial exam skills, this
comprehensive workbook provides the essential practice key to exam confidence.
Full of activities to directly improve reading and writing skills, it supports strong
achievement in the Cambridge IGCSE.

Mr. Penumbra's 24-Hour Bookstore
This Workbook is intended to be used alongside the Cambridge IGCSE Biology
Second edition Coursebook, and is fully endorsed by Cambridge. It contains
exercises that will help students to develop the skills needed to succeed in the
Cambridge IGCSE Biology examination and invites students to match their
performance in some tasks against generic criteria, to help them to see what they
need to do to improve. A Teacher's Resource CD-ROM is also available.

Cambridge IGCSE Biology Workbook
Offers complete in-depth preparation for the Cambridge IGCSE in English as a
Second Language (E2L) examination. The revised edition of this highly successful
course offers complete preparation for all papers of the Cambridge IGCSE in
English as a Second Language examination. The book is endorsed by Cambridge
for use with the revised syllabus. Key features include: stimulating topics,
international in perspective and relevant to IGCSE students educational needs and
interests; step-by-step development of the four skills to build confidence and
competence; particular attention to developing a mature writing style with a focus
on tone, register and audience awareness; exercises in grammar, vocabulary and
spelling.
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